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We discuss a few tests of the ER ¼ EPR proposal. We consider certain conceptual issues as well as
explicit physical examples that could be experimentally realized. In particular, we discuss the role of the
Bell bounds, the large N limit, as well as the consistency of certain theoretical assumptions underlying
the ER ¼ EPR proposal. As explicit tests of the ER ¼ EPR proposal we consider limits coming from the
entropy-energy relation and certain limits coming from measurements of the speed of light as well as
measurements of effective weights of entangled states. We also discuss various caveats of such
experimental tests of the ER ¼ EPR proposal.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a very interesting, intriguing and inspiring attempt
to connect the geometry of space-time and fundamental
properties of quantum mechanics Maldacena and Susskind
proposed the so-called ER ¼ EPR conjecture [1]. It is
basically an assertion that two entangled [2,3] quantum
particles are also connected by a nontraversable wormhole
[4]. If this conjecture turns out to be true (see also [5]), it
would indeed revolutionize the way we are thinking about
unifying quantum mechanics with gravity (see, for exam-
ple, [6]). It is therefore very important to verify its self-
consistency and find a way to test it in the relevant
experimental environment.
The ER ¼ EPR conjecture has some immediate impli-

cations, and even concrete qualitative consequences and
applications (see, for example, [7]). So far no quantitative
predictions have been checked, even though there are some
counterexamples [8] and some proposals [9,10]. This is
partially because there are still no concrete realizations of
this conjecture in terms of realistic physical systems.
Nevertheless, we argue here that even the basic premises
of the ER ¼ EPR conjecture allow us to put very strong

constraints that must be overcome in any realistic realiza-
tions of this idea. In light of these constraints we also
discuss various caveats regarding the proposed experimen-
tal tests of the ER ¼ EPR proposal.

II. THE ER=EPR SETUP

In this section we summarize the essential assumptions
of the ER ¼ EPR setup. The ER ¼ EPR proposal was
essentially motivated by the picture [11] of eternal black
holes in the context of the AdS=CFT dictionary [12],
including the following two key assumptions explicitly
spelled out in [1]
(1) Two entangled particles are connected by awormhole

(We quote from page 2 in [1]:)

It is very tempting to think that any EPR correlated
system is connected by some sort of ER bridge, although
in general the bridge may be a highly quantum object
that is yet to be independently defined. Indeed, we
speculate that even the simple singlet state of two spins
is connected by a (very quantum) bridge of this type.

(2) If two particles are not maximally entangled, then a
wormhole that connects them has two disconnected
horizons
(We quote from page 12 in [1]:)

2.6 Bridges for less than maximal entanglement In the
Penrose diagrams we have discussed the Left and Right
horizons touch each other. It is also possible to have
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configurations where they do not touch each other. A
simple way to generate them is to start from two eternal
black holes and add some matter to each side. These
configurations can also be prepared by considering
Euclidean evolution with a time dependent Hamiltonian,
see [13] for some explicit solutions. The Penrose
diagram of such configurations is given in Fig. 7 [1].

(We quote from the page 13 in [1]:)

Figure 7: Penrose diagram of a configuration obtained
by analytic continuation of a time reflection symmetric,
but time dependent, Euclidean solution. The two hori-
zons do not touch. The entanglement, computed by the
Ryu-Takayanagi prescription [14], is given by the area
of a minimal surface with less area than the horizons.
The area of the horizons grows when we go from the
bifurcation point to the future.

III. CONSISTENCY OF THE KEY ASSUMPTIONS
OF THE ER=EPR PROPOSAL

A pair creation generates an entangled pair of particles,
which according to EPR ¼ ER proposal generates a worm-
hole. It is then instructive to ask what happens to the
wormhole when two particles that carry wormholes with
them annihilate.
We start with an observation that the two key assump-

tions 1 and 2 in the ER ¼ EPR setup are, apparently, not
always consistent with each other. Consider an eþe− pair,
created in a maximally entangled state (Fig. 1). The
particles are connected by an ER bridge. Their spin state is

∼j↑1↓2i þ j↓1↑2i: ð1Þ

Suppose now that two such eþe− pairs are created, each of
them in a maximally entangled state described by Eq. (1),
as in Fig. 2. There are now two ER bridges present in the
space. The wave function describing this configuration is

∼ðj↑1↓2i þ j↓1↑2iÞðj↑3↓4i þ j↓3↑4iÞ: ð2Þ
Now, consider the following interaction

eþ þ e− → H; ð3Þ
where H is the Standard Model Higgs boson or any other
scalar field. In the context of our configuration, the particle
2 (a positron) may interact with the particle 3 (an electron)
and create a Higgs in the middle. At the tree level, particles
2 and 3 must have opposite spins. The same spin state is
suppressed and, therefore, the new state is approximately

∼j↑1↓4Hi þ j↓1↑4Hi: ð4Þ
This implies that the particle 1 (an electron) and particle 4
(a positron) are almost in the maximally entangled
state. The wormhole bridge is not disconnected in this

process—the two bridges just merge into one continuous
configuration with the Higgs particle in the middle
(Fig. 3). Now this new wormhole has two disconnected
horizons at its ends, which according to the assumption
2 in the previous section implies that the final eþe− pair is
not in the maximally entangled state. This is apparently an
inconsistent situation, which perhaps requires modifying or
sharpening the ER ¼ EPR proposal. For example, it may
happen that even maximally entangled states are connected
with an elongated wormhole in some cases [15].

IV. BELL’S BOUNDS, ER=EPR, AND
THE LARGE N LIMIT

Another conceptual comment concerns the fundamental
puzzle of (apparently) mismatched Bell bounds [3] in the
ER ¼ EPR proposal. The quantum Bell bound of an EPR
entangled state is of order of magnitude larger than the
naive classical Bell bound on the ER side of the corre-
spondence. Of course, one might invoke the AdS=CFT
correspondence and, in particular, the large N limit, in

ee +

FIG. 1. An entangled eþe− pair is created. There is an ER
bridge connecting the particles.

ee + ee +

FIG. 2. Two entangled eþe− pairs are created. There are now
two ER bridges present in the space.

e e+

H

FIG. 3. A positron from one pair and an electron from the other
interact in the middle and create a Higgs particle. The electron
and positron at the two ends must be almost maximally entangled.
However, the two initial bridges are connected into one continu-
ous configuration with the Higgs in the middle, so the two
horizons at the end do not touch. This is not consistent with the
assumption 2, which implies that the horizons must touch in a
maximally entangled state.
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which these two bounds might be comparable for the
correct gauge invariant observables, presumably because of
large N factorization of the relevant correlators. This would
suggest the need for an AdS=CFT like correspondence and
the appropriate large N limit that would make the ER ¼
EPR proposal operationally viable. (Another possibility is
that, generically, the wormhole involved is strongly quan-
tum, and thus both sides of the ER ¼ EPR relation would
be saturating the quantum Bell bound.)
Let us now look at the large N limit [16] in a bit more

technical detail by following [11]. In the context of
AdS=CFT the wave function for an EPR entangled pair
can be written as (this is Eq. (2.10) in [11])

jΨi ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Zðβ; μÞp X

n

e−
βEn
2
−βμln

2 jEn; lni1jEn; lni2; ð5Þ

or, equivalently, as Eq. (2.4) in [1]

jΨðtÞi ¼
X
n

e−
βEn
2 e−2iEntjn̄; ni; ð6Þ

(where n̄ is CPT conjugate of state n). According to the
ER ¼ EPR proposal, jΨi’s entanglement entropy is the
same as the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy (We quote from
the page 5 in [1]:)
The second interpretation of the eternal black hole is that

it represents two black holes in disconnected spaces with a
common time [7–10]. We will refer to the disconnected
spaces as sheets. The degrees of freedom of the two sheets
do not interact but the black holes are highly entangled with
an entanglement entropy equal to the Bekenstein-Hawking
entropy of either black hole. We say that these black holes
are maximally entangled.
The question is: can we calculate the Bell inequality

for this state? In principle, one would have to find 3 or 4
measurable physical quantities, for example spin. This
depends on what form of Bell inequality one is using.
For example, 3 parameters are needed for the original Bell
inequality, and 4 for its CHSH version [3]. Second, in the
example discussed in the previous section the particles that
comprise an entangled pair are stable, i.e., eþ and e−.
However, if we consider unstable particles, for example

jWþijW−i → jμþνμije−ν̄ei; ð7Þ

we need to be carefull when using Eq. (6). If the left hand
side of the above process is maximally entangled, then the
product of this particular decay on the right hand side
should be maximally entangled, but that situation cannot be
described by Eq. (6) because that equation assumes CPT
conjugation, and the right hand side of the above process
violates that assumption. Therefore, it would be necessary
to generalize Eq. (6) to include non-CPT states.

V. TESTING ER=EPR: LIMITS FROM
ENTROPY-ENERGY RELATION

A possible quantitative test of the ER ¼ EPR conjecture
might come from the assertion that the entanglement entropy
is given by the area of a minimal surface of the wormhole
connecting two black holes in ER bridge. Entanglement
entropy of maximally entangled particles is equal to the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of either black hole.

(i) (We quote from the page 20 in [1]:)

The cut through the Einstein-Rosen bridge defines a two
dimensional surface whose area should not be smaller
than the entanglement entropy. Based on [14] we expect
that the smallest area of such a cut is, in fact, the
entanglement entropy.

A. Entropy vs energy

The Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is

SBH ¼ kBc3A
4GNℏ

; ð8Þ

where A is the area of the cut through the Einstein-Rosen
bridge. According to [1], this entropy must be lager than the
entanglement entropy between the electron and positron in
a pair, lnð2ÞkB. The Schwarzschild radius associated with
the mass M is

Rg ¼
2GNM
c2

; ð9Þ

which gives the area of the cut as A ¼ 4πR2
g. From Eq. (8),

we obtain the ADM mass of the wormhole

M¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ℏc lnð2Þ
4πGN

s
¼ 5.11×10−9 kg¼ 2.87×1027 eV: ð10Þ

Note that this value represents a minimal mass of the
wormhole, since it does not account for its extended nature.
This value is much larger than a typical elementary

particle pair’s mass, e.g., ∼MeV for an eþe− pair. It seems
highly implausible that such a wormhole can be created as a
consequence of entanglement. In fact, we can immediately
check that such a large wormhole energy grossly violates
the existing data. For example, we can compare the energy
of two free particles with their energy in an entangled state.
The measurements for positronium are readily available. In
its ground state, positronium is highly entangled. At the end
of its lifetime, it decays to two entangled photons. When
the photons are detected, they disentangle immediately. The
excess entanglement energy (if present) should be released
via gravitational and other channels when disentanglement
happens (and perhaps used to establish new entanglement).
The best current measurement of the energy of two photons
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coming from positronium annihilation is 2m0c2−2.4keV<
E1þE2<2m0c2þ2.4keV [17,18]. This is 24 orders of
magnitude smaller than the wormhole’s effective mass in
Eq. (10). Though the actual nature and mechanism of
generating a wormhole in the ER ¼ EPR conjecture is
unknown, this enormous discrepancy in orders of magni-
tude severely complicates any concrete realization, and
thus, it puts a very strong constraint on the proposed ER ¼
EPR relation.
The caveat here is that the relevant wormhole might be a

very quantum object, in which case one should be careful
from drawing a strong conclusion from this example.

B. Limits coming from the speed of light measurements

An entangled particle carries a wormhole with it while it
propagates through space. Then themass/energy of a system
wormholeþ particle can be very different from the mass/
energy of the host particle. If that particle is a photon, a
wormhole that is dragged alongwould introduce an effective
mass to the photon (due to interactions) and reduce its
propagation speed. Therefore entangled photons must be
slower than their disentangled cousins. The current exper-
imental uncertainty of the speed of light according to [19] is

Δc
c

< 3.5 × 10−9: ð11Þ

If an entangled photon’s energy is E, we can reasonably
assume that the energy to generate a wormhole must be
lower thanE. Assuming that the effect of thewormholemust
fit within the experimental speed of light uncertainty, the
constraint in Eq. (11) can be translated into the constraint on
the mass of the wormhole. Including the special relativistic
effects, the rest mass of a wormhole must be

M < E

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 −

�
c − Δc

c

�
2

s
≈ E

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2
Δc
c

r
≈ 4 × 10−5E: ð12Þ

If, for example, an entangled photon is created by an
electron transitioning from one to another atomic state, its
energy in general is of the order of eV. This value puts a
very stringent bound on the energy of the wormhole,
< 10−5 eV. This is 32 orders of magnitude less than what
is expected from the entanglement entropy-energy relation
we derived in Eq. (10).
We can avoid this bound by assuming that a wormhole

does not follow its host particle. However, that would also
imply that the EPR-like entanglement is not addressed by
introducing such a wormhole.

C. The weight of an entangled state

If an entangled pair of particles actually hosts a worm-
hole of mass M, then the gravitational acceleration around
this pair should be of the order of

a ≈
GM
r2

: ð13Þ

This means that the force between the Earth and this
entangled pair is of the order

F ≈
GMME

r2
; ð14Þ

where ME is the Earth’s mass. For M ¼ 4.06 × 1027 eV
fromEq. (10), this pair’s weight is≈7.23 × 10−9 kg near the
Earth’s surface. This value is close to the test mass 1.4 μg
used in the tests of Newton’s force at short distance [20]. If
we replace the gold rectangular prism in this experimental
setup with an entangled pair, then we should be able to
directly test gravitational force generated by the wormhole.
This experiment could be performed in the very near future.
(Note that one might argue that the use of the above

classical formula for the gravitational acceleration is not
appropriate, and that this situation corresponds to the
presence of a highly quantum wormhole, in which case
onewould have to use a highly nontrivial quantum analog of
the above classical formula, which, at present, is not known.
This is one of the caveats listed in the next section.
Nevertheless, the use of the classical formula for the
gravitational acceleration does give us a feel for the numbers
involved in this experimental setup, and it does sharpen our
physical understanding of the ER ¼ EPR proposal.)
Alternatively, if we have electrons in an ion in the

entangled state, for example Liþ, we can directly test its
mass with a mass-spectrometer. One Liþ ion is enough,
because if two electrons are in the ground state, their spins
must be entangled. The current mass-spectrometer preci-
sion reaches Δm

m ∼ 10−6 [21]. For a Liþ, this translates into
Δm ¼ 5 × 10−27 kg or 3 keV. This is, again, many orders
of magnitude smaller than the estimated wormhole energy
needed for ER ¼ EPR to work. This is already an under-
estimation, given a specific method the mass resolution
may achieve 10−9 to 10−12 [22,23]. Thus, a much stringent
constraint could be applied to this situation.
Finally, we can collect a large amount of entangled

particle pairs. For example, two electrons in the 4He ground
state must be an entangled spin up and spin down pair. If
they are connected by a wormhole, then their weight will
significantly increase. 4He ground state atoms are, in
principle, very easy to collect. For example, 109 entangled
4He electrons will weigh 7.23 kg on Earth. This effect is
virtually impossible to be missed in condensed matter
experiments. Therefore, once again, we end up with a very
strong constraint on the ER ¼ EPR setup, which leads us to
a summary of various caveats.

VI. CAVEATS: AdS=CFT AND ER=EPR

How are we to interpret the above strong constraints of
the ER ¼ EPR proposal? In this section we list some
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obvious caveats to our discussion. The ER ¼ EPR proposal
was really motivated by the picture of eternal black holes
[11] in the context of the AdS=CFT dictionary [12]. In that
context (and, in particular, the relation between eternal
black holes in an asymptotically AdS3 and the entangled
boundary CFTs) it is intuitively very natural to expect that
an entangled EPR-state of two boundary CFTs is repre-
sented geometrically by the Penrose diagram of an eternal
black hole, which by definition, includes the ER bridge.
Thus, from this point of view the ER ¼ EPR proposal
should naturally follow from the AdS=CFT correspon-
dence. In all of the experimental tests presented in this letter
one has physical realizations that are highly non-trivial
from the point of view of the AdS=CFT correspondence.
Indeed, in the above proposed experiments the wormhole
configuration must be a highly non-trivial quantum object,
in order for the ER ¼ EPR correspondence to make sense.
This is the main caveat to our discussion of the ER ¼ EPR
proposal.
Another, more concrete way to evade these strong

constraints, is to postulate that a fixed background geom-
etry where our quantum particles are propagating might not
be the same spacetime where the wormhole exists. For
example, this may be realized in a variant of the so-called
brane world models [13,14,24–26]. Such a setup would be
more in the spirit of the GR ¼ QM proposal [27] (a far
reaching extension of the ER ¼ EPR correspondence)
where quantum entanglement directly corresponds to clas-
sical geometry.
In our discussion, we took the ER ¼ EPR proposal at face

value, which might be an oversimplification. Nevertheless,
we think that the above experimental setups will help
sharpen our understanding of this fascinating conjecture.
At the moment the ER ¼ EPR proposal really makes

sense in the context of AdS=CFT, as a reformulation of the
description of eternal black holes in the 3 dimensional AdS
bulk in terms of two entangled 2 dimensional CFTs. One
might generalize this picture in any number of dimensions
and outside of the AdS background as suggested by the
ER ¼ EPR proposal. As we have indicated in previous
sections, the latter seems to be hard to implement empiri-
cally. However, we could examine ER ¼ EPR in a higher
dimensional AdS example.
Take the example of Wilson loop observables in 4d CFT

as discussed in the classic papers [28]. In that case the large
N factorization property seems to be crucial in order to
make sense of the ER ¼ EPR proposal, and in particular
the matching of the Bell bounds on both sides of the
correspondence (as already alluded to previously). How
about the large N corrections to this leading result?
According to the ER ¼ EPR proposal the quantum entan-
glement of heavy quarks degrees of freedom (at finite
temperature) should correspond to the appearance of a
“wormhole” correction in the bulk. The question is: can this
work in detail?

Note that the entanglement of quantum degrees of
freedom should be studied in the boundary CFT at finite
temperature, because that corresponds to the presence of a
black hole in the bulk AdS space. The cleanest higher
dimensional case would involve quantum degrees of free-
dom in thermal N ¼ 4 SYM in 4d and the black hole
background in AdS5. This case comes closest to the real
world of finite temperature QCD [29] and as such it could
be used for a precise characterization of a “quantum
wormhole” that seems to be necessary in order to apply
the ER ¼ EPR empirically. For example, entanglement
entropy has been studied in this context in [30]. In
principle, one could study entanglement of a quark-anti-
quark pair in the context of N ¼ 4 SYM theory using the
tools of the AdS=CFT correspondence, and then reformu-
late the result in terms of a generically nontrivial “quantum
wormhole” configuration in the AdS bulk. This seems to
realize the spirit of the ER ¼ EPR proposal in a physical
situation that is very close to the real world. (And there is
evidence for this in the existent literature [31].) However, a
detailed quantitative discussion of such a physical situation
goes well beyond the scope of our present paper.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have discussed a few tests of the ER ¼
EPR proposal. We have concentrated our presentation on
certain conceptual issues as well as explicit physical
examples that could be experimentally realized. In particu-
lar, we have discussed the role of the Bell bounds, the large
N limit, as well as the consistency of certain theoretical
assumptions underlying the ER ¼ EPR proposal. As
explicit tests of the ER ¼ EPR proposal, we have consid-
ered limits coming from the entropy-energy relation and
certain limits coming from the measurements of the speed
of light and the measurement of an effective weight of
entangled states. The central take-home message of this
paper is that the basic assumptions of the ER ¼ EPR
proposal allow us to put very strong constraints that must
be overcome in any realistic realizations of this very
interesting idea. We note that the above phenomenological
tests of the ER ¼ EPR conjecture could be, in principle,
extended to the Planck scale, where the natural length
scales in the ER ¼ EPR proposal (the gravitational and the
Compton scale, respectively) are both of the order of the
Planck scale, and then such a relation could in principle
pass various experimental constrains, but that situation
would destroy most of its observational effectiveness.
Nevertheless, the fundamental importance of nonlocality
(as exemplified by nontraversable wormholes featuring in
the ER ¼ EPR proposal) that is consistent with causality, is
an essential message of quantum mechanics with funda-
mental implications for quantum field theory, string theory
and quantum gravity (as pointed out and explored in
[32]), with observable effects that should be systematically
investigated.
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